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Chemical Engineering
Director, Energy & Geoscience Institute
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Program

National Anthem
Daniel Tuutau

Welcome
Richard B. Brown, H.E. Thomas Presidential Endowed Dean

Presentation of Awards

University of Utah Distinguished Professor Award
Richard B. Brown, Professor
H.E. Thomas Presidential Endowed Dean
John and Marcia Price College of Engineering
Electrical and Computer Engineering and Kahlert School of Computing

University of Utah Distinguished Research Award
Valerio Pascucci, Professor
Kahlert School of Computing

University of Utah Presidential Scholar Award
Ashley Spear, Associate Professor
Mechanical Engineering

National Academy of Inventors
Florian Solzbacher, Professor and Chair
Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of Utah Early Teaching Award
Ashley Guajardo, Associate Professor (Lecturer)
Entertainment Arts and Engineering
and
Jacob Hochhalter, Assistant Professor
Mechanical Engineering

John and Marcia Price College of Engineering Outstanding Service Award
Heather Kahlert
Executive Vice President, The Kahlert Foundation

John and Marcia Price College of Engineering Outstanding Dissertation Award
Arkka Bhattacharyya
Electrical and Computer Engineering

John and Marcia Price College of Engineering Graduating Student Leadership Award
and Student Address
Bailey L. Martin
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Awarding of Diplomas
Richard B. Brown, H.E. Thomas Presidential Endowed Dean

Readers
Talent Management Group, Inc.
Graduate Degrees
Ph.D. Engineering
M.S. Engineering
M.S. Engineering/M.B.A.
Master of Entertainment Arts and Engineering
Master of Software Development

Bachelor of Science Degrees
Honors in Engineering
Biomedical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Computer Engineering
Computer Science
Construction Engineering
Data Science
Electrical Engineering
Games
Materials Science and Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Software Development

Recessional
(Audience, please remain seated)
Other Honors

Biomedical Engineering
Adams, Isabel - Dean's List, George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Distinguished Scholarship, ACCESS Scholar, Justice Advocacy Fellowship, Society of Women Engineers Vice President of Outreach
Alraqibah, Ruba - Dean's List, Beehive Honor Society
Arbanas, Emily - Dean's List, Utah Academic Scholarship, Society of Women Engineers Big SWEster Program Head
Austin, Brooke - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Baltazar, Shelly - Dean's List, Glenn E. Nielson Memorial Endowed Scholarship, Sarah Beth Coyote Foundation Endowed Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Undergraduate Research Program Scholar (UROP)
Benitez, Omar - Dean's List
Blair, Skyler - Dean's List, Track and Field Scholarship
Bowman, Jocelyn - Dean's List, Jessica W. Smith Endowed Scholarship, Glenn E. Nielson Memorial Endowed Scholarship, Academic Excellence Scholarship, Rocky Mountain Power Scholarship, Society of Women Engineers Section President, Society of Women Engineers Head of Communications, Society of Women Engineers Alumni Coordinator, David B. and Ruth C. Katz Endowed Research Scholarship, Art Swindle Endowed Scholarship in the Department of Orthopaedics, Arthur and Haru Toimoto Family Endowed Scholarship Fund in the Department of Orthopaedics, Orthopaedic General Scholarship Fund
Brakey, Drew - Dean's List, Sarah Beth Coyote Foundation Endowed Scholarship, John C. Jackson Trust Scholarship, Transfer Honors Scholarship, CARES Scholarship, Red Olive Women in Engineering Scholarship, Higher Education (HEERF) III Grant, bioDesign Team Award for Best Demonstration of Design Control Process
Braun, Bergen - Dean's List, Sarah Beth Coyote Foundation Endowed Scholarship
Caston, Rose - National Institutes of Health National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke Institutional Translational Training Grant, John H. Weis Memorial Graduate Student Award, M.D.-Ph.D. Student Body Co-President, M.D.-Ph.D. Steering Committee Student Representative
Chanta, Kathy - Academic Distinction Scholarship
Charlebois, Chantel - Graduate Women in Biomedical Engineering Co-President, Graduate Women in Biomedical Engineering Outreach Chair, Biomedical Engineering Graduate Student Advisory Committee Retention, Promotion, and Tenure Vice-Chair, National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship, Utah ARCS Foundation Scholar Award, Tau Beta Pi Fellowship
Chen, Britney - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Biomedical Engineering Society U of U Chapter Co-President, Biomarker Discovery Graduate Student Award, Utah Biomedical Engineering Conference Co-Chair
Craig, James - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Deleray, Anna - Graduate Women in Biomedical Engineering Co-President, Tau Beta Pi Fellowship, Utah ARCS Foundation Scholar Award, Nanotechnology Training Program Fellowship
Dunn, Celia - Nanotechnology Training Program Fellowship, Graduate Women in Biomedical Engineering Co-President, Utah Biomedical Engineering Conference Co-Chair
Esplin, Michael - Dean's List, Honors at Entrance Scholarship
Fellner, Stefan - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Garg, Varun - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Honors Praxis Lab Scholarship, Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program Scholar (UROP)
Godbout, JÉrÉmi - Dean's List, Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program Scholar (UROP)
Harrison, Abby - Dean's List, Faye D. Taylor Endowed Scholarship, Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program Scholar (UROP)
Hillas, Yanni - Dean's List, President's Scholarship
Hurd, Elliott - Campbell Endowed Fellowship
Kahnlein, Ignacio - Dean's List
Kaye, Ethan - Dean's List
Khelfa, Hannah - Dean's List, David Jorgensen Scholarship, Utah Academic Scholarship
LaLonde, Arianna - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship
Latimer, Dalton - Dean's List, National Merit Scholarship, Regents' Scholarship
Lobsinger, Ania - Dean's List, Utah Tennis Club President, Utah Tennis Club Vice President
Makar, Andrew - Dean's List
McCellan, Garrett - Dean's List
McNabb, Colin - Dean's List
Miller, Meredith - Regents' Scholarship
Moffatt, Shayna - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship
Nguyen, Jessica - Dean's List, Regents' Scholarship
Nhem, Britney - Dean's List, Utah Opportunity Scholarship, Trustees Scholarship
Niedert, Carter - Dean's List, President's Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Norman, Joshua - Dean's List, Jim and Susan Deacon Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Parry, Dainen - Dean's List, Cristine Platt Scholarship, Sarah Beth Coyote Foundation Endowed Scholarship, Honors at Entrance Scholarship, Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program Scholar (UROP)
Perez, Katee - Dean's List, U Futures Completion Scholarship, LS Peery Foundation Discovery Program in Musculoskeletal Restoration, Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program Scholar (UROP)
Petty, Erika - Dean's List, BD Bard Undergraduate Scholarship, Sarah Beth Coyote Foundation Endowed Scholarship, Faye D. Taylor Endowed Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, New Century Scholarship, Clegg Memorial Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Pruyn, Kai - Dean's List, Starfish Scholarship in Biomedical Engineering, Workman Nydegger STEM Scholarship, Sarah Beth Coyote Foundation Endowed Scholarship, ACCESS Scholar, Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program Scholar (UROP), Dee Scholarship for Research, Academic Excellence Scholarship, Louise J. Snow Scholarship, Cherry Moslander Ridges Scholarship
Richards, Grace - Dean's List, Utah Academic Scholarship
Rowser, Carson - Dean's List, Gary S. and Patricia Watkins Scholarship, Transfer Flagship Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Simpson, Grange - Dean's List
Sterrett, Megan - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship, Society of Women Engineers President
Strathman, Hunter - University Graduate Research Fellowship
Sultan, Heba - Dean's List, Joseph Hyde Merrill Endowed Scholarship, Winnie M. Thornton Endowed Memorial Scholarship, Sarah Beth Coyote Foundation Endowed Scholarship, Price College of Engineering Giving Day Scholarship, Education Re-engagement and Retention Scholarship, Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program Scholar (UROP)
Thomas, Payton - Dean's List, President's Scholarship, Utah Merit Scholarship, National Science Foundation REU Fellowship, Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program Scholar (UROP), Goldwater Scholar Nominee, Biomedical Engineering Society Outreach Committee, National Merit Scholar, Top Ten Percent
Thomson, Caleb - National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
Tiwari, Sarthak - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship, Biomedical Engineering Society Co-Chair, Beta Pi Outreach Coordinator, Tau Beta Pi Scholarship, Engineering Honor Society, National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellow Award, Top Ten Percent
Trump, Camille - Dean's List, President's Scholarship
Veibell, Vincent - Dean's List
Wardzala, Casia - National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
Westermann, Lia - Dean's List, University of Utah Female Athlete of the Year Award, University of Utah Mountain Bike Team Marketing Director, Medical Review Institute of America (MRIoA) Scholarship
Whitley, Tyler - Dean's List, Glenn E. Nielson Memorial Endowed Scholarship, Sarah Beth Coyote Foundation Endowed Scholarship, Price College of Engineering Giving Day Scholarship, Freshman Academic Achievement Award, Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program Scholar (UROP)
Whitmore, Lukas - Dean's List, Gary S. and Patricia Watkins Scholarship
Wong, Derrick - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program Scholar (UROP), Dee Foundation-Undergraduate Research Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Yengich, Alexandra - Dean's List
Yu, Sammi - Dean's List, John C. Jackson Trust Scholarship, Lewis Kingsley Foundation Scholarship, Utah Academic Recognition Scholarship, Education Re-engagement and Retention Scholarship
Aaron, Tyson - Phillip A. and Elizabeth Dougall Endowed Scholarship, Tom and Pauline Melville Scholarship
Bodily, Parker - Dean's List, Alice and William Van Talge Endowed Scholarship, Richard H. and Renee Nordlund Scholarship, Phillip A. and Elizabeth Dougall Endowed Scholarship, Blake and Julie Goff Scholarship, Wei-Ping Tai Scholarship
Chadwick, Ember - Dean's List, President's Scholarship
Cobabe, Carson - Dean's List
DeHaan, Matthew - Dean's List, The George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Dizdarevic, Melissa - Dean's List, L. Scott Pessetto Endowed Scholarship, Berdjie and Ann Bezdjian Endowed Scholarship, Walter J. Coulam Engineering Scholarship, Associated Students of the University of Utah (ASUU) Price College of Engineering Assembly Representative, Associated Students University of Utah (ASUU) Deputy Chief of Staff, Candidate for Undergraduate Certificate in Engineering Entrepreneurship
Doucette, Bailey - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship
Eicker, Jeremiah - Dean's List
Fink, Natalie - Dean's List, Phillip A. and Elizabeth Dougall Endowed Scholarship, Michael W. and Barbara F. Soulier Endowed Leadership Scholarship, Red Hanger Scholarship, Gregory P. Starley Endowed Scholarship, Wesley H. Ford and Joseph H. Merrill Engineering Scholar, ACCESS Scholar, Chemical Engineering Outreach Officer, AIChE Chem-E-Car Treasurer
Gee, Tyler - Dean's List, Phillip A. and Elizabeth Dougall Endowed Scholarship, John C. Jackson Trust Scholarship, Price College of Engineering Transfer Scholarship
Hall, Abby - Oblad Energy Endowed Scholarship, Gregory P. Starley Endowed Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Freshman Engineering Scholarship, Regents' Scholarship
Heinz, Marta - Holly Refinery Scholarship for Chemical Engineering, W. James and Wanda Frandsen Endowed Scholarship, Chemical Engineering Undergraduate Scholarship, Maria Isabel Reyes Memorial Transfer Scholarship, Laya F. Kesner Chemistry Award
Karam, Mokbel - Graduate Research Fellowship
Laarallel, Alan - Dean's List
Larrea, Dallin - Dean's List, Oblad Energy Endowed Scholarship, Phillip A. and Elizabeth Dougall Endowed Scholarship, Williams Companies Endowed Scholarship, Wesley H. Ford and Joseph H. Merrill Engineering Scholar, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Marek, Conwin - Dean's List, Phillip A. and Elizabeth Dougall Endowed Scholarship, Guinevere A. and Kevin L. Cummings Scholarship, Joseph H. Merrill Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Nelsen, Porter - Dean's List, Christine Henry Scholarship, Alice and William Van Talge Endowed Scholarship, Neil R. Mitchell Endowed Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Nelson, Mitchell - Dean's List, Phillip A. and Elizabeth Dougall Endowed Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Otsu, Yushi - Dean's List
Padron-Loredo, Jessica - Dean's List, Phillip A. and Elizabeth Dougall Endowed Scholarship, Walter J. Coulam Engineering Scholarship, Williams Companies Endowed Scholarship, Winnie M. Thornton Endowed Memorial Scholarship, W. James and Wanda Frandsen Endowed Scholarship, ACCESS Scholar, Foreign Language and Areas Studies Scholarship, Utah Academic Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Intermountain Industrial Assessment Center Excellence Award: Student of the Semester, Woman in Energy Efficiency Vice President
Partridge, Samuel - Dean's List, Kurt and Kathi Nielson ExxonMobil Endowed Scholarship, Scott and Jacque Stratton Scholarship, Phillip A. and Elizabeth Dougall Endowed Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Associated Students of the University of Utah (ASUU) Price College of Engineering Assembly Representative, Top Ten Percent
Payan-Medina, Adriana - Dean's List, Phillip A. and Elizabeth Dougall Endowed Scholarship, John C. Jackson Trust Scholarship, Utah Academic Scholarship, Refugees Exploring the Foundations of Undergraduate Education in Science Program Scholar, Science Research Initiative Grant, Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program Scholar (UROP), Associated Students of the University of Utah (ASUU) First-Year Council, Barry Goldwater Scholarship, National Institutes of Health T15 Fellowship, John and Marcia Price College of Engineering Outstanding Undergraduate Research Award 2023, National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellow Award
Pincock, Felicity - Dean's List, Jason Job Endowed Scholarship, W. James and Wanda Frandsen Endowed Scholarship, Honors at Entrance Scholarship
Ramirez, Kevin - Dean's List, L. Scott Pessetto Endowed Scholarship, Micron Educational Experience
Reynolds, Michael - Kurt and Kathi Nielson Fellowship, EnergyTech University Prize Technology Bonus Prize Winner
Rosenberg, Dylan - Dean's List
Venugopal, Prasannakumar - Dean's List
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Becker, Nicholas - Dean's List
Benites, William - Dean's List, Gary S. and Patricia Watkins Scholarship
Bhattarai, Bishav - Global Change and Sustainability Center Scholarship, Integrated Water Research Association (IWRA) Treasurer
Bray, Parker - Dean's List, Michael J. Doxey Endowed Scholarship
Cipollini, Jacob - Dean's List, American Society of Civil Engineers at the University of Utah Vice President
Clay, Ryan - Dean's List, Margaret S. Borg Endowed Undergraduate Scholarship, Price College of Engineering Transfer Scholarship
Curson, Shayne - Dean's List, Laja and Isaac Figielski Scholarship, Horrocks Engineers Scholarship, Margaret S. Borg Endowed Undergraduate Scholarship, John C. Jackson Trust Scholarship, Utah Transfer Merit Scholarship, ASCE Competition Chair - Sustainable Solutions
Dockstader, Carli - Hakon H. Haglund Scholarship, Price College of Engineering Transfer Scholarship, Ethlyn Ann Hansen Scholarship, Beatrice F. Kroesche Memorial Scholarship
Duval, Tory - Dean's List, Horrocks Engineers Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, University of Utah Asia Campus (UAC) Academic Excellence Scholarship, University of Utah Asia Campus (UAC) Learning Abroad Scholars, University of Utah Asia Campus (UAC) Experiential Research
Fry, Massimo - James McMinimee Scholarship, Paul J. and Bonnie J. Hirst Scholarship, J. Ray and Jacqueline Apple Scholarship
Gerber, Benjamin - Dean's List
Gonzalez Prieto, Sofia - Dean's List
Irving, Johnny - Dean's List, Margaret S. Borg Endowed Undergraduate Scholarship, Mark Smith Scholarship, Price College of Engineering Transfer Scholarship, Ephraim Hanks Endowed Scholarship, John C. Jackson Trust Scholarship
Isom, Tanner - Dean's List
Jeppesen, Chandler - Dean's List
Kemp, IszaBella - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Kim, Wona - Dean's List, Ron and Holly Jorgensen Scholarship
Kim, Jun Ha - Dean's List, University of Utah Asia Campus (UAC) Academic Excellence Scholarship, University of Utah Asia Campus (UAC) Experiential Research, Top Ten Percent
Koh, Hyerim - Dean's List, University of Utah Asia Campus (UAC) Experiential Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Utah Asia Campus (UAC) Experiential Research, University of Utah Asia Campus (UAC) Civil and Environmental Engineering SLC Award, University of Utah Asia Campus (UAC) Book Scholarship
Leberknight, Owen - Dean's List, Kathleen and Edward Deffner Endowed Scholarship, Jared and Victoria Muirhead Endowed Scholarship, Winnie M. Thornton Endowed Memorial Scholarship, Sydney L. Cate, Sr. Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Maloy, Jadon - Dean's List, Margaret S. Borg Endowed Undergraduate Scholarship, Grant Marsh Endowed Scholarship, Gill Family Endowed Scholarship, Trustees Scholarship
Miles, Braden - Dean's List, John and Carolyn Collins Endowed Scholarship, Engineering Alumni Association Board Member Scholarship, Joseph and Ruth S. Howa Endowed Scholarship, Williams Companies Endowed Scholarship, Pala Family Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Regents’Scholarship, Layton Rotary Club Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Muir, Tessa - Partial Honors at Entrance Scholarship
Nobili, Nathan - Dean's List, Margaret S. Borg Endowed Undergraduate Scholarship, Ephraim Hanks Endowed Scholarship, Price College of Engineering Transfer Scholarship, Scott Miller Scholarship, Utah Transfer Merit Scholarship
Redder, Damien - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship
Shea, Michael - Point B Transportation Student Group Scholarship, Institute of Transportation Engineers Student Chapter President, Dwight David Eisenhower Graduate Transportation Fellowship
Stevens, Summer - Dean's List, Margaret S. Borg Endowed Undergraduate Scholarship, Richard M. and Susan P. Jacobsen Scholarship, Bertel K. Arnberg, Jr. P.E. Scholarship, Larry F. and Jayne J. Milner Endowed Scholarship, Ethlyn Ann Hansen Scholarship, Richard A. Parmelee Endowed Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, American Society of Civil Engineers Student Chapter President, Daniel W. Mead Prize for Students
Williamson, Emily - Utah ARCS Foundation Scholar Award
Wood, Marlon - Dean's List
Computer Engineering
Alter, Matthew - Dean's List
Barucija, Amar - Dean's List, Hakon H. Haglund Scholarship, Price College of Engineering Transfer Scholarship, Kim Worsencroft and Dennis McEvoy Family Undergraduate Scholarship
Gilman, Isabella - Dean's List, John Lang Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Gonzalez-Campos, Carlos - Dean's List, William S. Britt Family Endowed Scholarship, Gary S. and Patricia Watkins Scholarship, Alumni Association Young Alumni Scholarship, Utah Opportunity Scholarship, U Futures Completion Scholarship, LEAP Scholar, First-Generation Scholar, Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE) Secretary, Dell Scholars
Hansen, Nathan - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Hobbs, Phelan - Dean's List
Melvick, Ethan - Dean's List, Arianna M. LaLonde Scholarship for Excellence in Computer Science, Robert G. and Mary Jane Engman Endowed Scholarship, Starfish Scholarship, Stephen Karl Endowed Memorial Scholarship, Simon Ramo Endowed Scholarship, Om P. Gandhi Endowed Scholarship, Wesley H. Ford and Joseph H. Merrill Engineering Scholar
Mismash, John - Dean's List, Kim Worsencroft and Dennis McEvoy Family Undergraduate Scholarship, Robert G. and Mary Jane Engman Endowed Scholarship, Wesley H. Ford and Joseph H. Merrill Engineering Scholar, Freshman Engineering Scholar Program, Regents' Scholarship, Utah Academic Scholarship, Higher Education (HEERF) III Grant, Candidate for Undergraduate Certificate in Engineering Entrepreneurship
Peterson, Jacob - Dean's List, Robert G. and Mary Jane Engman Endowed Scholarship, Price College of Engineering Transfer Scholarship, The CubeSat Club at The University of Utah (UCubeSat) Founder and President
Wadsworth, Benjamin - Dean's List

Computer Science
Anderson, Gabriela - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Anderson, Elijah - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Angell, Marissa - Dean's List, Utah Merit Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Athani, Aishwarya - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Bailey, Jaden - Dean's List
Bajaj, Manya - Dean's List, Women in Computing Club President
Baskett, Kaden - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship
Beatty, Christopher - Dean's List, C.M. Collins Endowed Scholarship, Al Davis and Juliann D’Amore Scholarship
Blum, Michael - Dean's List, Robert R. Johnson Innovation Endowed Scholarship, Partial Honors at Entrance Scholarship, Game Day Analytics Prize
Bork, Ethan - Dean's List
Borrowman, Brynnli - Dean's List, Gary S. and Patricia Watkins Scholarship
Carter, Matthew - Dean’s List, President’s Scholarship
Cunningham, Jackson - Dean’s List, Swimming Athletic Scholarship
Davis, Xavier - Dean’s List, Utah Academic Scholarship
de Freitas, Christopher - Howard J. and Joan P. de St. Germain Endowed Scholarship, Associated Students at the University of Utah (ASUU) Undergraduate Scholarship, Royal L. Garff Scholarship, Phi Eta Sigma President, Phi Eta Sigma Vice President, Associated Students at the University of Utah (ASUU) Associate Director of Student Resources
Dicataldo, Matthew - Dean’s List
Duffy, John - Dean’s List, Top Ten Percent
Emoto, Ethan - Dean’s List, President’s Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Gaul, Tyler - Dean’s List
Geisler, Emil - Dean’s List, George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Distinguished Scholarship, Putnam Mathematical Competition Award, Top Ten Percent
Gonzalez, Nicholas - Dean’s List, Trustees Scholarship
Grant, Tyler - Dean’s List, Undergraduate Student Advisory Committee for Computer Science
Haldiya, Rohan - Dean’s List, Utah Global Scholarship
Haley, Dallon - Dean’s List
Hanlon, Cole - Dean’s List
Hansen, Dylan - Trustees Scholarship
Hardy, Joshua - Dean’s List, John and Yoko Meier Endowed Scholarship
Heo, Aaron - Dean’s List
Holbrook, Courtney - Dean’s List, Utah Academic Scholarship
Israelsen, Daniel - Dean’s List, President’s Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Jain, Sarthak - Dean’s List
Jeanson, Michael - Dean's List
Johnson, Alyssa - Dean's List
Johnston, Kimball - Dean's List, President's Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Jones, Ivan - Dean's List, Trustees Scholarship
Katsanevas, Lucas - Dean's List, D. Keith Reed Memorial Scholarship
Keefe, Garrett - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship, New Century Scholarship
Khan, Zain - CompU Leaders Scholarship, Price College of Engineering Transfer Scholarship, Miller Enrichment Scholar
Koelliker, Nathan - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Kudirka, Gabriellius - Dean's List
Kunz, Kolby - Dean's List
Lau, Ian - Dean's List, Gill Family Endowed Scholarship, School of Computing Undergraduate Scholarship, Sarah Turner Scholarship, Price College of Engineering Transfer Scholarship
Lessen, Amelia - Dean's List, Clegg Memorial Scholarship
Li, Xia - Dean's List, Student Leader Council Resident Assistant
Li, Wenlin - Dean's List
Light, Wyatt - Dean's List, Freshman Academic Achievement Award
Luong, Trina - New Century Scholarship
Mahmood, Subhan - Dean's List, Utah Academic Scholarship
Makarewicz, Katrina - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Marion, Michael - Dean's List
Mark, Ryan - Dean's List
Marston, Vista - Dean's List, Undergraduate Research Program Scholar (UROP)
Matute Garcia, Jose - Dean's List, Price College of Engineering Transfer Scholarship, Hispanic Scholarship Fund Scholar Award
McLoughlin, Max - Dean's List, Western Undergraduate Exchange
Miller, Audrey - Dean's List
Mogensen, Ian - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Morgan, Christopher - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Nagata-Brown, Koji - Dean's List
Nishida, Tessa - Dean's List, Non-resident Academic Excellence Scholarship, Idaho National Labs Capstone Project Scholarship, Women in Computing President, Top Ten Percent
Oconitrillo, Ariel - Dean's List
Oldham, Todd - Dean's List
Pace, Joseph - Dean's List
Palsulich, Alyse - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship
Parker, Ray - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Patterson, David - Dean's List
Pedersen, Ethan - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Utah Track and Field Club Vice President
Rajan, Pranav - Dean's List
Ramos, Ethan - Dean's List
Remes, Guillermo - Dean's List, James and Joan Waters Endowed Scholarship, Robert R. Johnson Innovation Endowed Scholarship, William S. Britt Family Endowed Scholarship, Ivory Homes Building Dreams Scholarship
Rhodehouse, Trek - Dean's List
Rigert, Carter - Dean's List, Clegg Memorial Scholarship
Rodman, Joseph - Dean's List
Rodriguez, Jonathan - Dean's List, Kiri Wagstaff Al/ML Scholarship
Rodriguez, Sabath - Dean's List, John C. Jackson Trust Scholarship, Ivory Homes Building Dreams Scholarship
Rubio, Alejandro - Dean's List
Schnepp, Brian - Dean's List
Serrano, Alejandro - Dean's List
Shelukha, Anna - Dean's List, David and Roberta Sears Scholarship, Faye D. Taylor Endowed Scholarship, curl avery.io # Scholarship, R. S. Peterson Memorial Endowed Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Sims, Eric - Dean's List
Soto, Natalia - Society of Women Engineers Social Media Specialist
Spackman, Brandon - Dean's List, Trustees Scholarship
Springborn, Justin - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship
Stender, Andrew - Dean's List, President's Scholarship
Stuy, Meigon - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Sukiman, Gregorius Jonathan - Dean's List
Sun, Yifei - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship
Tasmin, Steven - Dean's List
Taylor, Cole - Dean's List
Thammavong, Khris - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Trinh, Jimmy - Dean's List, Gary S. and Patricia Watkins Scholarship, Kira Booth Scholarship, Price College of Engineering Giving Day Scholarship, Shirley L. and Kathelyne O. Evans Endowed Scholarship, Hometown Scholars of West Valley City Scholarship
Warling, Erik - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship
Welch, Hope - Marching Band Scholarship, Women in Computing Co-President
Wood, Tyler - Dean's List, David Jorgensen Summa Scholarship
Zhang, Boxuan - Dean's List
Zheng, Kai - Dean's List

**Electrical Engineering**
Anderson, Ajl - Dean's List, Richard W. Grow Endowed Scholarship, U Futures Completion Scholarship
Boynton, Cade - Dean's List
Brignone, Joseph - Dean's List, Oblad Energy Endowed Scholarship
Cottle, Melanie - Intermountain Power Agency Endowed Scholarship, Richard W. Grow Endowed Scholarship, John and Priscilla Cadwell Endowed Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Crump, Matthew - Dean's List, Lynn Wessman Scholarship, Transfer Achievement Scholarship
Ferguson, Bennett - Dean's List
Hansen, Dallin - Dean's List, Kurt M. Stout Scholarship, Scott and Maxine Tattersall Scholarship, Robert G. and Mary Jane Engman Endowed Scholarship, Carl Durney Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Electrical Engineering Outstanding Academic Excellence Award
Harris, Jacob - Dean's List
Jacob, Joshua - Dean's List
Kemp, Kasey - Dean's List, Freshman Engineering Scholar Program, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Sterling Scholar, Beta Theta Pi Vice President, Top Ten Percent
Losser, Adam - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Nacki, Paige - Dean's List
Nelson, Mitch - Dean's List
Pulsipher, Tristin - Dean's List
Rou, Darren - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Silver, Andrew - Dean's List, Intermountain Power Agency Endowed Scholarship, David and Roberta Sears Scholarship, Honors at Entrance Scholarship, Electrical Engineering Outstanding Academic Excellence Award
Skogerboe, Tyson - Dean's List, Kurt M. Stout Scholarship, Robert G. and Mary Jane Engman Endowed Scholarship, Scott and Maxine Tattersall Scholarship
Vu, Malli - Dean's List, John Lang Memorial Endowed Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Alumni Association Scholarship
Wang, Wallace - Dean's List
Wong, Elaine - Dean's List, Richards Alumni Undergraduate Scholarship, Robert G. and Mary Jane Engman Endowed Scholarship, Gary S. and Patricia Watkins Scholarship, Carl Durney Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellow Award

**Entertainment Arts and Engineering**
Abney, Ryan - Dean's List, Trustees Scholarship
Adams, Jonathan - Dean's List
Anderson, Dylan - Dean's List, Trustees Scholarship
Aroa, Ashley - Dean's List
Baatish, Mayyan - Dean's List
Belangdal, Lil Andrea - Dean's List, Trustees Scholarship
Beukes, Emma - Dean's List, Top Ten Percent
Butanda, Angel - Dean's List
Cary, Cameron - Dean's List, Regents' Scholarship, ARUP Utah Promise Scholarship, Trustees Scholarship
Chang, Grant - Dean's List
Chen, Yizhe - Dean's List, Utah Global Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Chernosky, Madeline - Dean's List
Clothier, Zachary - Dean's List
Colen, Gabe - Dean's List, Academic Excellence Scholarship
Cool, Guyan - Dean's List, Freshman Academic Achievement Award
Deng, Lifu - Dean's List
Duane, Ryan - Dean's List
Engvall, Claire - Dean's List, Richard and Pam Dropek Endowed Scholarship, Disney Scholarship, Marguerite Bilby Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Frehner, Ryan - Dean's List
Gao, Zhe - Dean's List
Hall, Kaden - Dean's List
Han, Yulong - Dean's List, Utah Global Scholarship
Hanephin, Morgan - Dean's List, Freshman Academic Achievement Award
Hanna, Jacob - Dean's List
Harding, Ammon - Dean's List
Harley, Jessica - Dean's List
Hensen, Viktor - Dean's List
Herbon, Christopher - Dean's List
Hirsh, Kathryn - Dean's List, Top Ten Percent
Hogan-Duffy, Devyn - Dean's List, Freshman Academic Achievement Award, Entertainment Software Association Foundation LGBTQ+ Service Scholarship Co-Awarded by Gay Gaming Professionals, Top Ten Percent
Houchins, James - Dean's List
Hoy, Cameron - Dean's List
Hu, Chenyue - Dean's List
Jessie III, James - Dean's List
Jiao, Hanting - Dean's List
Johnson, Kyle - Dean's List
Jones, Tyler - Dean's List
Kaseda, Jonathan - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Katole, Amoghi - Dean's List
Kim, Seongmin - Dean's List
King, Ethan - Dean's List, Freshman Academic Achievement Award
Kocherhans, Hayley - Dean's List
Leach Gutierrez, Maria - Dean's List
Lee, Ivan - Dean's List
Lentz, Cameron - Dean's List
Lewis, Penny - Dean's List, Disney Scholarship, Crimson Gaming Executive Director, Education at Work Scholarship
Lim, Benedict Eng Teik - Dean's List, Utah Global Scholarship
Lineberry, Phoebe - Dean's List
Loxley, William - Dean's List, Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program Scholar (UROP), Disability and Access in STEM Communications Officer
Ma, Ziyu - Dean's List, Utah Global Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Madsen, Easton - Dean's List
McPhearson, Zachary - Dean's List
Mercado, Jonathan - Dean's List, John C. Jackson Trust Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship
Mercer, Matthew - Dean's List
Miller, Nathan - Dean's List, Clegg Memorial Scholarship, Higher Education (HEERF) III Grant
Morrice, Bryce - Dean's List
Murza, Anastasia - Dean's List, David Jorgensen Scholarship
Nash, Craig - Dean's List
Nentarz, Claire - Dean's List
Nguyen, Hung - Dean's List
Ochar, Griffin - Dean's List
Oldfather, Justin - Dean's List
Pavoni, Massimo - Dean's List
Poll, Josh - Dean's List
Richens, Ian - Dean's List, Top Ten Percent
Rivard, Cameron - Dean's List, Kessler Family Endowed Scholarship
Rivera, Nicholas - Dean's List, Top Ten Percent
Sayasith, Kaela - Dean's List
Searle, McKane - Dean's List
Seymour, Charlotte - Dean's List
Shen, Ke - Dean's List
Shivakumar, Arjun - Dean's List, Top Ten Percent
Simon, Benjamin - Dean's List, Freshman Academic Achievement Award
Sincock, Kira - Dean's List, Utah Academic Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Singh, Amitoj - Dean's List, Gary S. and Patricia Watkins Scholarship, Trustees Scholarship
Southworth, Elena - Dean's List, Trustees Scholarship
Su, Junfeng - Dean's List
Sundermeyer, Justin - Dean's List, Western Undergraduate Exchange
Tan, Edward - Dean's List
Tan, Ao - Dean's List
Thompson, Happy - Dean's List, Freshman Academic Achievement Award, Entertainment Software Association Foundation LGBTQ+ Service Scholarship Co-Awarded by Gay Gaming Professionals
Valletta, Jarrod - Dean's List
Walker, Mitchell - Dean's List
Wang, Jaime - Dean's List, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Wei, Zijie - Dean's List
Whittle, Ryan - Dean's List
Worsey, Catherine - Dean's List, Tau Beta Pi National Honors Society of Engineers, National Honors Society of Leadership and Success
Xing, Luan - Dean's List, Utah Global Scholarship
Yang, Mingyuan - Dean's List
Yu, Zonda - Dean's List
Zhang, Wei - Dean's List
Zhang, Yuan - Dean's List
Zhao, Luojie - Dean's List

Materials Science and Engineering
Baird, Sterling - Gregory B. McKenna Graduate Fellowship
Biehler, Porter - Dean's List, President's Scholarship
Felling, Emma - Dean's List, Frank E. and Jane D. Wagstaff Endowed Scholarship, Outstanding Sophomore in Materials Science and Engineering Award
Henderson, Ashley - Dean's List, Gregory B. McKenna Scholarship, Simon Ramo Endowed Scholarship, Ivan B. Cutler Endowed Scholarship, Freshman Academic Achievement Award for Non-Residents, Top Ten Percent
High, Jacob - Dean's List, Scott and Robin Gochnour Endowed Scholarship, Frank E. and Jane D. Wagstaff Endowed Scholarship
Hogan, Amanda - Dean's List
Hopkins, Lindi - Dean's List, Ivan B. Cutler Endowed Scholarship, William Rafaniello Scholarship, Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program Scholar (UROP)
Keeffe, Noel - Dean's List, Ivan B. Cutler Endowed Scholarship, Rensch Family Scholarship, Frank E. and Jane D. Wagstaff Endowed Scholarship
Khan, Mohammed - Dean's List, David A. and Hanne J. Duke Endowed Scholarship, President's Scholarship, National Merit Scholarship, Outstanding Senior in Materials Science and Engineering Award, Top Ten Percent
Lin, Sabrina - Dean's List, Frank E. and Jane D. Wagstaff Endowed Scholarship, Ivan B. Cutler Endowed Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program Scholar (UROP)
Lusted, Kitsel - Dean's List, William Petuskey Scholarship, Frank E. and Jane D. Wagstaff Endowed Scholarship, Gregory B. McKenna Scholarship, Utah Materials Research Scholarship, Utah Flagship Scholarship, Cooper-Hansen Scholarship, Freshman Scholarship, Tau Beta Pi Elections Officer, American Chemical Society Treasurer, Juneau Icefield Research Program Scholar, J. David Lowell Field Camp Scholarship, Joan W. Miller Scholarship
Mancuso, David - Dean's List, Material Advantage Student Chapter Executive Officer
Myers, Caden - Dean's List, SB Deshpande Scholarship, Sheila I. and Michael R. Harper Materials Science and Engineering Scholarship, William D. Sparks Memorial Endowed Scholarship, Ivan B. Cutler Endowed Scholarship, Freshman Academic Achievement Award, Utah Heritage Award, Utah Legacy Scholarship, Undergraduate Research Opportunity
Program Scholar (UROP)
Oldham, Claire - Dean's List, ACCESS Scholar, University Nuclear Leadership Program Undergraduate Scholarship
Ottley, Jared - Dean's List, Ivan B. Cutler Endowed Scholarship

**Mechanical Engineering**
Alkhaldi, Saud - Dean's List
Allen, Travis - Dean's List
Ashby, McKay - Dean's List
Bermudez Hernandez, Jason - Dean's List, Trustees Scholarship, Utah System of Higher Education (USHE) Promise Scholarship, Education Re-engagement and Retention Scholarship
Bicknell, Ashleigh - Dean's List, David W. and Sue M. Hoepner Endowed Scholarship, Holly Refinery Scholarship for Mechanical Engineering, Xin Kwang Lee and Mae Tsai Lee Scholarship, A. Harold and Lucile F. Blake Endowed Scholarship, Aubry Page Memorial Endowed Scholarship, C.M. Collins Endowed Scholarship, Wesley H. Ford and Joseph H. Merrill Engineering Scholar
Callus, Jordan - Dean's List, President's Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Cas, Jan - Dean's List
Cock, Carter Karl - National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellow Award
Cullinane, Phillip - Dean's List
DeFord, Alexis - Dean's List, Julie Penrod Guida Memorial Scholarship, Heritage Scholarship, Non-Resident National Merit Scholarship, U Traditional Scholarship
Draheim, Adam - Dean's List
Dunlop, David - IGERT Traineeship
Elahi, A N M Taufiq - University of Utah Graduate Research Fellowship, The Mechanical Engineering Outstanding Graduate Student Researcher of the Year Award
England, Jesse - Dean's List, David Jorgensen Summa Scholarship
Eshete, Ebsa - National Society of Black Engineers Chapter Treasurer
Fisher, Joshua - Dean's List
Gatto, Julia - Dean's List
Gill, Stefan - Dean's List, Utah Academic Scholarship
Gromko, Connor - Dean's List, Freshman Academic Achievement Award
Hansen, Cooper - Dean's List
Hoggan, McKenzie - Dean's List, Top Ten Percent
Kahn, Ellis - Candidate for Undergraduate Certificate in Engineering Entrepreneurship
Knudson, Elle - Dean's List, National Merit Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Lambert, Charles - Dean's List
Lin, Zachary - Dean's List, Utah Merit Scholarship, Rotaract Club Membership Chair, Top Ten Percent
Longoria, Isabel - Dean's List, Holly Refinery Scholarship for Mechanical Engineering
Lynch, Colby - Dean's List
McDivitt, Luke Martin - Top Ten Percent
McGann, Patrick - Dean's List
Mirmohammad, Seyedhadi - The Mechanical Engineering Outstanding Graduate Student Researcher of the Year Award
Montano, Francisco - Dean's List, Harold E. and Joyce Tornquist Scholarship
Norcross, Insa - Dean's List, Robert Jackson Endowed Scholarship, Dennis W. and Judith N. Grimes Undergraduate Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Norman, Caleb - Dean's List
Okamoto, Bennie - Dean's List, The De Maio Merit Scholarship, Hillel for Utah Jewish Life Chair
Olsen, Nathaniel - Sarah Beth Coyote Foundation Endowed Scholarship, Jim and Susan Deacon Scholarship, Hakon H. Haglund Scholarship, Clyde Christensen Endowed Scholarship, National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
Orton, Zachary - Dean's List, Honors at Entrance Scholarship, Top Ten Percent
Peterson, Andrew - Dean's List
Pham, Jason - Dean's List, Paul Brown Scholarship, Todd and Malina Barrett Endowed Scholarship, Trustees Scholarship, CARES Scholarship
Porter, Debra Lyn - The Mechanical Engineering Outstanding Graduate Student Researcher of the Year Award
Prime, Jesse - Dean's List
Real, Alejandra - Dean's List
Retana, Ricardo - Dean's List, John C. Jackson Trust Scholarship, Williams Companies Endowed Scholarship
Richards, Olivia - Dean's List, David Jorgensen Summa Scholarship
Rosero, Andres - Dean's List
Rouse, Reid - Dean's List, Dennis Greenlee Endowed Scholarship, John C. Jackson Trust Scholarship
Salzetti, Maria - Dean's List, David H. and Elise F. Riemer Scholarship, Dr. SB Deshmukh Scholarship, Diana Decker Dunn and James S. Dunn Scholarship, Bluth Family Scholarship, Williams Companies Endowed Scholarship, Wesley H. Ford and Joseph H. Merrill Engineering Scholar
Schoen, Mathias - Dean's List
Schwartz, Cameron - Dean's List
Snedeger, Dustin - Dean's List
Snow, Tanner - David E. and Carol C. Salisbury Legacy Endowed Scholarship, Halver and JoAnn Ross Scholarship, Aubry Page Memorial Endowed Scholarship, Barnabas and Eleanor Burns Scholarship, John C. Jackson Trust Scholarship, Wesley H. Ford and Joseph H. Merrill Engineering Scholar, Lorin K. and Judith A. Pugh Scholarship, Freshman Engineering Scholar Program
Sudweeks, Libbie - Dean's List, Tau Beta Pi Utah Alpha Chapter Treasurer, Top Ten Percent
Vroom, Peter - Dean's List, Triangle Fraternity President, Triangle Fraternity Vice President
Ward, Taylor - Dean's List, Honors at Entrance Scholarship
Webb, Branden - Dean's List
Weller, Bronte - Dean's List
Wheelwright, Niels - Dean's List
Youngberg, Andrew - Dean's List
Zamora, Jacob - Dean's List, George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Distinguished Scholarship
Candidates for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Alacchi, Aurélien, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Alshareef, Sultan M, Mechanical Engineering
Andersen, Erik John, Mechanical Engineering
Armstrong, Elizabeth, Chemical Engineering
Azin, Bahar, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Baset, Aniqua, Computer Science
Bashardoust, Ashkan, Computing
Beal, Roger Zack, Mechanical Engineering
Becnel, Thomas James, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Benoit, Evan Joseph, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Bentley, Michael S, Computing
Bergquist, Jake Aaron, Biomedical Engineering
Bhalodia, Riddhish Rajeshkumar, Computing
Bhattacharyya, Arkka, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Bigolin Lanfredi, Ricardo, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Billings, Blake Wells, Chemical Engineering
Boiczyk, Gregory Michael, Biomedical Engineering
Cadareanu, Patricia, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Cao, Jie, Computer Science
Carlson, Max Lewis, Computing
Caston, Rose, Biomedical Engineering
Cavanaugh, Stephen, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Charlebois, Chantel Marie, Biomedical Engineering
Chen, Ziyi, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Choudhary, Aditya, Materials Science and Engineering
Conkey, Adam, Computing
Cooke, Jacqueline Ann, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dangol, Ijan, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Deleray, Anna, Biomedical Engineering
DeMille, Karen Joy, Mechanical Engineering
Detwiler, Rachel, Biomedical Engineering
Draper, Teri Snow, Chemical Engineering
Dunlop, David James, Mechanical Engineering
Dunn, Celia, Biomedical Engineering
Elahi, A N M Taufiq, Mechanical Engineering
Elas, Jebin, Chemical Engineering
Elmehlawy, Mahmoud Adel Ahmed Metwaly, Chemical Engineering
Emmons, Jonathan Charles, Biomedical Engineering
Farhadmanesh, Mohammad, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Foley, Amanda Dawn Elizabeth, Nuclear Engineering
Fontanarrosa, Pedro, Biomedical Engineering
Ghaemi, Seyedehzahra, Mechanical Engineering
Gilcrease, Eddie Bryan, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Ginley-Hildinger, Matthew Sean, Biomedical Engineering
Gudaparthi, Sumanth, Computer Science
Guo, Ruipeng, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Gupta, Vivek, Computer Science
Hall, Tanner William, Nuclear Engineering
Hansen, Taylor, Biomedical Engineering
Hoang, Duong Thai, Computer Science
Hogrebe, Paul C, Biomedical Engineering
Hood, Sarah Anne, Mechanical Engineering
Hosseinali, Massoud, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Hosseini, Mohammad Mehdi, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Hurd, Elliott Rhys, Biomedical Engineering
Ishmael, Marshall Kent, Mechanical Engineering
Jafarishiadeh, Fatemehalsadat, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Jiang, Tianyu, Computer Science
Jordan, Taylor J, Chemical Engineering
Kamarapu, Suraj Kumar, Mechanical Engineering
Karam, Mokbel, Chemical Engineering
Karimi, Zahra, Mechanical Engineering
Karkhanis, Mohit Uday, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Kenney, Brent Allen, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Khan, Mohammed Masum Siraj, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Kingston, Samuel Ray, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Klacsansky, Pavol, Computer Science
Kong, Weiyi, Chemical Engineering
Kurt, Sureyyaemre, Computer Science
Lambert, Christopher Jordon, Mechanical Engineering
Lau Neto, Walter, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Lavallee, Brian, Computing
Lee, Ji-Young, Chemical Engineering
Li, Xiaolong, Chemical Engineering
Lin, Allen, Biomedical Engineering
Ly, Nhat-Cuong Hoang, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Madduma Patabandi, Tharindu Rusira Kumara, Computer Science
Mahmood, Tawsif, Mechanical Engineering
Mcbryar, Josefine, Chemical Engineering
McClain, Eric William, Mechanical Engineering
McKinnon, Lani Paige, Chemical Engineering
Mendez, Joel, Mechanical Engineering
Mirmohammad, Seyedhadi, Mechanical Engineering
Nizinski, Cody Alexander, Nuclear Engineering
Nori, Venkata Sai Madhukiran Harsha, Electrical and Computer Engineering
North, Kylee, Biomedical Engineering
Ong, Jemi, Biomedical Engineering
Ouermi, Timbwaoga Aime Judicael, Computing
Palomino, Alejandro Daniel, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Pan, Zhimeng, Computing
Patel, Dhruv, Mechanical Engineering
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Entertainment Arts and Engineering

Adiya, Fnu
Ayoubi, Nathan Belal
Ballini, Gemma
Banerjee, Debdiip
Bao, Yanyi

Bhatt, Pranav Balram
Buyuksalmanyaci, Ogulcan
Byers, Avery Jennifer
Chen, Jiayi
Chen, Mingyuan
Chen, Xiaohu
Chen, Ying Ching
Chen, Zeshi
Conger, Jonathan B
Crosby, Benjamin J.
Dong, Haonan
Gao, Ruize
Ghorbanpour, Faraz E
Gu, Xiaohan
Gunther, Hyrum
Heideman, Kayle
Hernandez, Gerardo
Holdmeyer, Stephen
Houston, Isaac Nathaniel
Huang, Ruijia
Jeffcoat, Chandler A
Jiang, Han
Johnson, Andrew Taylor
Kanniappan Anbalagan, Shankar Siddharth
Katta, Ravi Kiran
Kawalkar, Tejas Sunil
Lee, Ivan Trinh
Lewis, Penny Lane
Li, Yifei
Lopez, Lionel Salvador
Mohammed, Ejazahmed
Parag, Mykaela
Qu, Yuan
Rappleye, Ian Ashton
Searle, McKane Xavier
Severson, Sage N
Shah, Chinmay Chandragupta
Shen, Ke
Singh, Kirti Dhwaj
Slawski, Jared
Song, Changze
Su, Junfeng
Sugrue, Aidan Patrick
Thakkar, Shrey
Trimble, Timothy Darden
Vaidya, Simrananil
Vanpatten, Jeremy
Varsani, Biraj Karsan
Ved, Tejas M
Walker, Brittany Cherie
Walker, Mitchell A
Wang, Fushan
Wang, Junce
Wang, Yiyu
Wang, Ziyang
Whittle, Ryan Scott
Xue, Kaisen
Xue, Zihe
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science

Adams, Kyle, Biomedical Engineering
Adarkar, Tapan Narendra, Computer Science
Aeschilman, Serena Marie, Computer Science
Ala, Rahul Reddy, Computer Science
Albrecht, Brent David, Computing
Albright, Kalli Schuyler, Mechanical Engineering
Allaire-MacDonald, Issak Brown, Mechanical Engineering
Allen, Evan Michael, Mechanical Engineering
Allen, Katie Mae, Mechanical Engineering
Allen, Travis, Mechanical Engineering
Allred, Taylor Curtis, Computer Science
Anderson, Jarem Ben, Mechanical Engineering
Anklam, Jared Richard, Mechanical Engineering
Anstee, Jessica Taylor, Mechanical Engineering
Antu, Nahid Hossain, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Armstrong, Elizabeth, Chemical Engineering
Atnip, Aaron Alexander, Mechanical Engineering
Baddeley Murali, Adithya, Computer Science
Baerlocher, Ashley Rose, Mechanical Engineering
Balaji, Akhil, Computer Science
Balfour, Preston, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Baltazar, Shelly Rayna, Biomedical Engineering
Bauer, Jamison Palmer, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Baum, Brandon Scott, Mechanical Engineering
Beh, Isaiah Gabriel, Mechanical Engineering
Belde, Bharath, Mechanical Engineering
Belnap, Jonathan Reed, Materials Science and Engineering
Benson, Aaron Kent, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Bhattarai, Bishav, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Bhokare, Gaurav Ajay, Computing
Billings, Blake Wells, Chemical Engineering
Blanchard, Aaron Michael, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Blessing, Erin Ann, Mechanical Engineering
Blum, Michael Andrew, Computer Science
Boston, Allen Donald, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Brajavich, Brady, Mechanical Engineering
Brown, Braden, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Buchanan, Connelly Ray, Mechanical Engineering
Burr, Thomas Rollin, Computer Science
Butler, Craig Jared, Computer Science
Bybee, Nickolas Jay, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Carlisle, Travis Gerald, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Castillo, Wilmer Cruz, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Chalifoux, Aaron M, Nuclear Engineering
Chappell, Braxton, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Chen, Britney Yen, Biomedical Engineering
Child, Mitchell Ramon, Materials Science and Engineering
Chipman, Donovan Rodney, Mechanical Engineering
Cocke, Carter Karl, Mechanical Engineering
Coolidge, James Wilfred, Mechanical Engineering
Córdoba Ramírez, Luis Felipe, Mechanical Engineering
Cornelssen, Carena Ashley, Biomedical Engineering
Cotter, Elizabeth Marie, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Cottle, Brian K, Biomedical Engineering
Crossley, Joseph Wendell, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Csontos, Bence, Mechanical Engineering
Cullinan, Phillip M, Mechanical Engineering
Cundyii, Donald, Biomedical Engineering
Dahal, Anchana, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Das, Ritaja, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Davis, Jace Nofear, Mechanical Engineering
Davis, Madison June, Biomedical Engineering
Davis, Robert John, Chemical Engineering
de Freitas, Christopher Lawrence, Computer Science
de Jonge, Peter Nicolaas, Computer Science
Decamargogontscharow, Tatiana, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dellermann, Kyra Lynn, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Demaree, David, Mechanical Engineering
Detwiler, Sean Kellen, Mechanical Engineering
Dlinda, Wenden-Buude Julie, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dominesey, Julia Sommer, Mechanical Engineering
Donegan, Janell, Materials Science and Engineering
Donovan, Charles Spencer, Mechanical Engineering
Dos Santos Correa, Pedro Henrique, Mechanical Engineering
Draheim, Adam Christopher, Mechanical Engineering
Du, Kang, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Elalithaleghani, Pooya, Materials Science and Engineering
Elmehlawy, Mahmoud Adel Ahmed Metwaly, Chemical Engineering
England, Jesse Orrell, Mechanical Engineering
Felt, Alan Christian, Mechanical Engineering
Fernandes, Caina, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Fernquist, Joshua, Mechanical Engineering
Ferrero, Alessandro, Computing
Francis, Timothy Samuel, Mechanical Engineering
Fraser, Andrew Steven, Computer Science
Gajurel, Ankit, Mechanical Engineering
Garg, Anuja, Computer Science
Peterson, Andrew Cory, Mechanical Engineering
Petty, Erika l, Biomedical Engineering
Plagge, Jeannea, Mechanical Engineering
Plaizier, Rochelle Diane, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Pokala, Nripesh, Computer Science
Polanco, Edward Richard, Chemical Engineering
Pollard, Colin Michael, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Puranam, Sai Raghavendra Sugeeth, Computer Science
Raja, Vinutha, Computer Science
Rajamani, Saradha, Computing
Rajan, Pranav, Computing
Reecy, Kaleb Brian, Biomedical Engineering
Reilly, Kevin Welsh, Computing
Renner, Todd, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Reynolds, Michael Allen, Chemical Engineering
Richard, Christian T, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Rinn, Alexander Paul, Mechanical Engineering
Roberts, Jeffrey David, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Rogers, Jacob Wyatt, Computer Science
Rosero, Andres, Mechanical Engineering
Rouse, Reid Owen, Mechanical Engineering
Saha, Soumyajit, Computer Science
Sahoo, Vishal Kumar, Computer Science
Santos Aguilera, Antonio Rafael, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Schnepp, Brian Ray, Computer Science
Seamons, Travis Richard, Biomedical Engineering
Shankar, Thirupura Sundari, Biomedical Engineering
Sharma Paneru, Prashanna, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Sharma, Ayushi, Computer Science
Siegel, Scott, Computer Science
Silcox, Sarah, Chemical Engineering
Singh, Prabhu Pal, Mechanical Engineering
Smith, Bryton Jaques, Mechanical Engineering
Snow, Tanner J, Mechanical Engineering
Steenburgh, Erik, Mechanical Engineering
Stender, Andrew, Computer Science
Stewart, Alexander Montgomery, Computer Science
Steyl, Samantha Kate, Biomedical Engineering
Stillings, Emma, Mechanical Engineering
Stone, Eric, Biomedical Engineering
Sudweeks, Libbie, Mechanical Engineering
Sullivan, Sydney DeAnne, Materials Science and Engineering
Talegaonkar, Isha Mahesh, Computer Science
Tew, Scott Michael, Mechanical Engineering
Thigpen, Remy, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Thomas, William Mitchel, Biomedical Engineering
Thompson, Tyler Nathaniel, Biomedical Engineering
Thomson, Caleb James, Biomedical Engineering
Tingley, Tegan, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Tovar Huiza, Luis Emilio, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Tran, Steven Michael, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Trump, Camille Howes, Biomedical Engineering
Unterhalter, John Abraham, Mechanical Engineering
Vakiti, Prajjeet Reddy, Computer Science
Varadharaaj, Ajantha, Computer Science
Venugopal, Prasannakumar, Chemical Engineering
Vranes, Samantha Chao, Biomedical Engineering
Wakeham, Daniel, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Waldram, Daniel, Mechanical Engineering
Wang, Zhao, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Washington, Jordan Bryant, Computing
Watson, Guy Alexandre, Computer Science
Webb, Spencer Bruce, Mechanical Engineering
Wei, Ran, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Weng, Geyu, Biomedical Engineering
Wheelwright, Niels B, Mechanical Engineering
Whitaker, Neil, Computing
Whitaker, Trevor Allen, Mechanical Engineering
White, Annie Marie, Biomedical Engineering
Wilburn, Jack Thomas, Computer Science
Wissler, Paul James, Computing
Woodall, Caslin, Nuclear Engineering
Wuthrich, John Joseph, Mechanical Engineering
Yohannes, Kidus Mengesha, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Yuan, Franklin, Computer Science
Zamora, Jacob Rene, Mechanical Engineering
Zhang, Boxuan, Computer Science
Zhang, Haoze, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Zhang, Shunjie, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Zhang, Xiang, Electrical and Computer Engineering

Candidates for the
Degree of Master of Software Development
Albertson, Kelan
Blockovich, Nicole Marie
Boddington, Richard Aidan
Brumfield, Rian Bailey
Choi, In Seok
Claunch, Kelsie Diane
Clayton, Ryan James
Dalglish, Holiday Rachel
Delange, Spencer Jacob
Freeman, Malia Miakoda
Gu, Jin
Hancey, Trae
Hughes, Jonathan David
Jensen, Ryan James
Jin, Junming
Kellett, Andrew Bradley
Kirkham, Braden Michael
Larroussi, Imane
Lath, Anirudh
Li, Zengping
Livingston, Chase Kenneth
Lyubavina, Polina
Niemann, Jason Henry
Olson, Gregory
Pham, Quang Hung
Pisciotta, Diego Luciano
Poulter, Adam Michael
Powell, Benjamin Mark John
Shen, Tong
Thomas, Anna C
Tian, Bowen
Tidwell, Terra Kate Wunderli
Veeder, Matthew Timothy
Visvanathan, Aditya
Wai, Hoi Tsing Joanne
Wang, Jiahao
Weinstein, Adam
Westover, Spencer
Wu, Xiaojun
Yang, Chaochin
Zhang, Ang
Zwirb, Frederick Paul

Candidates for the Degree of Honors Bachelor of Science
Blunt, Connor H, Games
Chang, Grant H, Games
Gibbs, Drake Sululagi, Games
Toner, Mekenzy, Games

Candidates for the Degree of Honors Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering
Adams, Isabel Augustine
Austin, Brooke Anabel
Ingold, Alexander Fritz
Parry, Dainen Roger
Richards, Grace Catherine
Tiwari, Sarthak***

Candidates for the Degree of Honors Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Chadwick, Ember Lynn*
Dehaan, Matthew Allen**

Candidate for the Degree of Honors Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Stevens, Summer Samantha

Candidates for the Degree of Honors Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
Gonzalez-Campos, Carlos Daniel
Hansen, Nathan James*

Candidates for the Degree of Honors Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Anderson, Gabriela Sage
de Freitas, Christopher Lawrence
Emoto, Ethan Avery***
Ford, Emerson Tomoki
Geisler, Emil S***
Gonzalez, Nicholas Alexander
Huenemann, Benjamin
Parker, Ray Ivy
Spackman, Brandon James

Candidates for the Degree of Honors Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Cheek, Bryce Isaiah
Hansen, Dallin Scott***
Lavin, Ian Patrick
Miraglia, Joshua Thomas
Wong, Elaine Wen-Ying

Candidates for the Degree of Honors Bachelor of Science in Materials Science Engineering
Kamat, Atharva
Lawrence, Erick Albert*
Lusted, Kitsel Wren

Candidates for the Degree of Honors Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Allaire-MacDonald, Issak Brown
Allen, Travis
Cocke, Carter Karl**
Prime, Jesse Bruce

Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Science
Abney, Ryan Dean, Games
Adams, Jonathan M, Games
Anderson, Dylan Tyler, Games
Arora, Ashley, Games
Baatish, Mayyan Kumar, Games
Barton, Carter C**, Games
Bate, Sebastian Santford, Games
Belangdal, Lil Andrea Lapuz, Games
Berleiner, Devon Marcus, Games
Beukes, Emma Marie*, Games
Bullock, William Joseph, Games
Bullough, Amber Faith, Games
Bunderson, Riley Olivia, Games
Butanda, Angel Junior, Games
Carrington, Cole Weston, Games
Carter, Matthew C, Software Development
Cary, Cameron J, Games
Chan Huan, Daniel Angelo Fajardo, Games
Chen, Aoyi, Games
Valletta, Jarrod L, Games
Velasquez, Peter A, Games
Villegas, Victor, Games
Wang, Jaime**, Games
Wang, Yuehang, Games
Watson, Piers David Alexander, Games
Weber, Sean C, Games
Wilson, Spencer Evan, Games
Wolfe, Emilie J, Games
Wood, Connor Leon, Games
Worsey, Catherine Anne, Games
Wu, Qiaochu, Games
Xing, Lu'an, Games
Yan, Kaili, Games
Yang, Mingyuan, Games
Young, Kimberly, Games
Yu, Zongda, Games
Zaugg, Lane, Data Science
Zhang, Bo, Games
Zhang, Shujie, Games
Zhang, Wei, Games
Zhang, Yize, Games
Zhao, Luojie, Games

Candidates for the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in
Biomedical Engineering
Alraqibah, Ruba
Arbanas, Emily Rose*
Atherton, Zachary Dallin
Atwal, Amanpreet Kaur
Baer, Ryan M
Baltazar, Shelly Rayna
Benitez, Omar Anthony
Blair, Skyrler L
Bolingbroke, Benjamin Davis
Bowman, Jocelyn Longaza
Brakey, Drew Ashlynn
Braun, Bergen
Broadhead, Aleksandr Isak
Carlston, Carlie Rae
Chanta, Kathy
Chapagain, Shaswat
Chen, Britney Yen
Condori-Teves, Angela Constanza
Condori-Teves, Barbara Leandra
Craig, James D**
Davis, Madison June
England, Chantea Marie
Eppich, Callie
Esplin, Michael Douglas
Fellner, Stefan J
Garg, Varun
Godbout, Jérémi
Harrison, Abigail Tammy
Hillas, John Y
Hillyard, Joshua Phil
Jensen, Ryan Robert Joseph
Kahnlein, Ignacio
Karim, Simran Meem
Kaye, Ethan Leonard
Khelfa, Hannah
Lalonde, Arianna Marie
Latimer, Dalton*
Lee, Kaylen Ryanne
Lobsinger, Ania D
Lu, Yiming
Lyu, Zihao
Makar, Andrew Hani
Mcclellan, Garrett L
Mcintosh, Joshua Michael
Mcnabb, Colin Lee
Miller, Meredith Lile Uluave
Moffatt, Shayna Rose*
Morgan, Cole J
Nguyen, Jessica Than
Nhem, Brittney Phoungmony
Niedert, Carter Craig***
Norman, Joshua Dahl
Parker, Ethan Scott
Petty, Erika I
Raafati, Sarv
Ringwood, Ryan Patrick
Rowser, Carson Ryan*
Seamons, Travis Richard**
Simpson, Grange Monaco
Spjute, Micah Jacob
Sterrett, Megan A
Stinson, Walker Huntley
Sultan, Heba
Thomas, Payton J**
Trump, Camille Howes
Veibell, Vincent Albert
Vizcarra, Andres Eduardo
Vranes, Samantha Chao
Walker, Olivia
Wang, Shiyu
Westermann, Elizabeth Cahill
Whitley, Tyler C
Whitmore, Lukas Garr
Wong, Derrick Keith***
Yengich, Alexandra Marie
Young, Jenna B
Yu, Sammi

Candidates for the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in
Chemical Engineering
Aaron, Tyson Jack
Arveseth, Zachary Scott
Birkner, Sophia
Bodily, Parker Thomas
Burns, Megan R
Callor, Jeffrey Jace
Cobabe, Carson Andrew
Cutler II, William Dalley
Dizdarevic, Melissa
Dolbinski, Samuel Phillip*
Doucette, Bailey Gail
Dowben, Sydney Ariane
Dunford, Joshua Bailey
Eicker, Jeremiah Paul
Fabian, Alexander Sinclair
Fielding, Christian Michael
Fink, Natalie Pontzer
Garfield, Quayde Michael
Gee, Tyler J.a.k.
Hall, Abby
Hardman, Anthony
Heinz, Marta Reeve
Hermoza, Raquel A
Jolley, Karissa A
Larrea Caro, Alan
Littlewood, Dallin Lee**
Lym, Emily Anne**
Marek, Corwin S
Nelsen, Porter Evan**
Nelson, Mitchell Garrett
Otzu, Yushi
Padron-Loredo, Jessica
Paloukos, James Andrew
Partridge, Samuel James**
Payan-Medina, Adriana*
Pincock, Felicity Ann
Ramirez, Kevin Alejandro
Romanova, Darya
Rood, Nathaniel K
Rosenberg, Dylan Michael
Skarda, Michael Ralph
Sorensen, Samantha Jo
Soucie, Jessica Lauren*
Venugopal, Prasannakumar
Whitehead, Brian John

Draper, Jarren Kolby
Fry, Massimo Davide
Garrow, Andrew
Gerber, Benjamin Jared
Gonzales, Kameron Davis
Gonzalez, Sofia J
Hallin, Jake Wyatt
Hancock, Devin
Hansen, Jacob Collingford
Horton, Ryan D
Huh, Na Young
Irving, Johnny
Isom, Tanner J
Jacobson, Jenna Renee
Kaye III, Ronald Julian
Kellenberger, Logan Christian
Kemp, Iszabella
Kim, Jun Ha
Kim, Wona
Lopez, Juan Sebastian
Madsen, Christian
Maloy, Jadon McKay
Martin, Megan Emily
Miles, Braden Walter***
Muir, Tessa
Muzzi, Ricardo Henrique Pires
Nobili, Nathan Jacob
Peterson, Grace Nicole
Pulley, Karlus Nephi
Redder, Damien J
Safai, Cyrus
Sedgwick, Kendall Otto
Whitlock, Eric Michael
Wilstead, Justin Tyler

Candidates for the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in
Computer Engineering
Aljaberi, Saeed
Alter, Matthew R
Baird, Richard Gordon
Barucija, Amar
Bentley, Vanessa
Buchanan, Corey Scott*
Burton, Brian B
Cerda, Louis J
Chen, Brandon
Clift, Dalton Owens
Enders, Erin Lindsey*
Gilman, Isabella Dolan
Hartog, Brady James
Hobbs, Phelan
Hudson, Alexander Michael
Hunsaker, Matthew Richardson
Lotubai, Emmanuel Logichamoi
Majors, Lukas Randall
Melvick, Ethan Fredrick
Merrill, Joshua James
Mildon, Dawson David
Mismash, John William
Montes, Jacob Vincent
Nielsen, Todd
Palacios-Torres, Jonny A
Peterson, Jacob Layne
Phelan, Zachariah Christian
Platil, Natalie Sandra
Pollard, Colin Michael
Robinson, Anthony James*
Safi, Zahid
Scholz, James Vinh
Tea, Aaron Michael
Toone, Daniel***
Tripp, Nathan Matthew
Vocatura, Louis Angelo
Wadsworth, Benjamin C
Youssef, Zyad Ibrahim

Candidates for the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in
Computer Science
Adair, Marcus Andrew
Aeschilman, Serena Marie
Allen, Tyler B
Anderson, Elijah Thomas
Angell, Marissa Ashleigh***
Antola, Carlo Luciano
Athani, Aishwarya Anandkrishna*
Austin, Mason Foutz
Bahmanyar, Ryan
Bailey, Jaden Lyn
Bajaj, Manya**
Bao, Qingwen
Basket, Kaden W
Bateman, Sephora Lycurgue
Beatty, Christopher T
Bird, Alan George
Blum, Michael Andrew
Boo, Allyanna
Bork, Ethan James
Borrowman, Brynnli Lil
Bradshaw, William D
Brooks, Ryan Bradford**
Bullard, Jacob
Burwell, Dallen James
Byrnes, John Kihong
Camp, Adam Bruce
Cespedes, Alex V
Chae, Hyunwoo
Che, Robert William
Chen, Christopher
Chhour, Ervin
Christensen, Ethan Todd**
Crandall, Jason Douglas
Crum, Tyler
Cunningham, Jackson Oliver
Davis, Xavier Anthony
Dean, Jackson Joseph*
Dicataldo, Matthew Thomas
Duncan, Ethan J
Durham, Jake
Erickson, Edward John
Evans, Mary K
Fraser, Andrew Steven**
Gaul, Tyler Joseph
Gera, Samuel J
Gibson, Isaac J
Grant, Tyler James
Gundersen, Zachary T
Gurnee, Corbin J
Haberszetzer, Dylan Oliver
Hakimi, Ali
Haldiya, Rohan
Haley, Dallon R
Handy, Reid Reynolds
Hanlon, Cole
Hansen, Dylan Jackson
Hardy, Joshua Alexander
Hart, Michael T
Hatch, Benjamin J*
Hendrickson, Kaden H
Heo, Aaron
Ho, Rachel
Howell, Ryan Joseph
Huynh, John
Israelsen, Daniel Burns**
Jain, Sarthak
Jarrard, Gabriel Prime
Jeanson, Michael Quentin
Jensen, Sheldon Taylor
Jimenez, Jordan Alexander
Job, Gabe E
Johnsen, Matthew Aaron
Johnson, Alyssa Sonja
Johnston, Kimball Lain***
Jones, David Knight
Jones, Ivan Luther
Jonnalagadda, Nanda Kumar
Katsanevas, Lucas Kade**
Kelley, Austin Faataualofa Tafiti
Kenner, Scott Micheal
Keo, Travis Veasna
Khan, Zarina
Konjevod, Filip Daniel
Krone, Tanner Lee
Kudirka, Gabriellius
Kunz, Kolby Reese
Lake, Janaan Bennion***
Lamb, Gates Arnold
Larsen, Bryce David
Lau, lan*
Law, Kevin
Le, Tony Xa
Le, William
Lee, Derrick Shawn***
Lessen, Amelia Caroline*
Li, Wenlin
Li, Xia
Light, Wyatt William
Liu, Jiaming
Liu, Jie Ning**
Liu, Yidi
Lloyd, Vista Vee
Luong, Trina
Machara, Jack Henry
Mahmood, Subhan Amir
Makarewicz, Katrina E*
Malohi, Ben K
Marambio, Mike A
Marion, Michael Andrew
Mark, Ryan Thomas
Matute Garcia, Jose Esteban
Mayer, Aaron Shea
Mcloughlin, Max Patrick Blackwell
Mcmahon, James Patrick
Miani, Sabina Z
Miller, Audrey Louise
Morgan, Aaron Stuart
Morgan, Carter Reece
Morgan, Christopher Matthew
Morgan, Maxwell T
Naegle, Natalie
Nagata-Brown, Koji T
Naing, Htet Ko
Nakashimo, Kenneth Daiki
Nandkeshwar, Dhanpaul R
Neira Contreras, Carlos A
Nguyen, Tranhuy
Nguyen, Viet Hoai
Nishida, Tessa Emi**
Oconitrillo, Ariel Josue
Osterhout, Andrew Ryan
Pace, Joseph
Palerino, Anthony J
Palsulich, Alyse B
Parry, Evan Reynolds Tovey
Patterson, David Mark
Pedersen, Ethan John
Pehringer, Jacob Ray
Perez, Justin David
Peters, Jared Charles
Peters, Samuel Timothy*
Powell, Preston J***
Prindle, Orin Michael
Rajan, Ishaan
Rajan, Pranav
Ramos, Ethan A
Remes, Guillermo Luciano
Rhodehouse, Trek
Rigert, Carter H
Rith, Seng Horn
Rodman, Joseph Todd
Rodriguez, Jonathan Alexander
Rodriguez, Sabath
Romero, Alexander Lazalde
Rubio, Alejandro Jose
Saake, Andrew J
Sanders, Wyatt Kerby
Schenk, Hyrum Frederick
Schnepp, Brian Ray
Serrano, Alejandro
Shelukha, Anna Dmitrivna
Shepherd, Amanda M
Sims, Eric Peter
Singh, Amitoj*
Smith, Jacob Lewis
Smith, Samuel Assenberg
Soto, Natalia M
Springborn, Justin Steven
Stender, Andrew*
Stewart, Alexander Montgomery
Storm, Carson Parker
Strode, Jonathan Brandon**
Stuy, Meigon Halyue
Sun, Yifei
Swenson, Michael Ray
Tasmin, Steven
Taylor, Cole Heber
Taylor, Evan Selby
Thamnvong, Khris*
Thomas, James Evan
Thompson, Wil J
Thomson, Steven
Toftum, Jesse
Trinh, Jimmy J
Turner, Jaden Scott
Van Derbur, Mark Allen
Vaskelis, Nicholas P
Warling, Erik D
Welch, Hope Aurora
Wells, John Stewart
Wells, Joshua L
White, Jacob Hunter
Wilde, Lindsay Dawn
Wood, Tyler D*
Worms, Jonathon Weston
Xue, Liming
Yoo, Rosemary Seungyeon
Young, Crystal L
Zhang, Jingwen
Zhang, Ning
Zhang, Zixuan
Zhao, Feize
Zheng, Kai Jia
Zody, Griffin Droguett

Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering
Cadona, Luke D
Coburn, Samuel Patrick
Diamond Jr., Kenneth John
Hallin, Jake Wyatt
Huff, Rylan Rhett
Jenkins, Lance William
Jeppesen, Chandler Lance
Leberknight, Owen Jack
Stevenson, Jacob Brian
Wheeler, Riley Joseph

Candidates for the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Abdullah, Baqer Q A Q
Alhawiti, Yusaf Suleman
Aljadani, Mustafa Suwayilih
Anderson, Ajl A
Araujo, Fernando
Banner, Alan Robert
Berry, Jack Bertrand
Boynton, Cade L
Brignone, Joseph Daniel Ballantyne
Brown, Braden
Burbank, Samuel Harrison-Connole
Chappell, Braxton
Cluff, Shaun David
Coe, Thomas Joseph**
Coon, Aaron Louis
Cottle, Melanie
Crump, Matthew Steven
Dingman, Emma Claire
Dyreng, Derek Michael
Ehlert, Stephen John
Ewell, Camden Kiley
Ferguson, Bennett M
Forthman, Kyle Jae
Graham, Erik David
Harris, Jacob Alexander
Hermreck, Tyler Jeffrey
Ho, Su Ngoc Dien
Jacob, Joshua Bernard
Jones, Matthew Benton
Kemp, Kasey M**
Lee, Trevor James
Liu, Zhengyan
Lossier, Adam John Richard*
Mellor, James
Moffat, Max S
Murdock, Sarah Anne
Nacki, Paige
Nelson, Mitch Francom
Nixon, Jacob A
Portocarrero, Kevin Kleber
Pulsipher, Tristin Ray
Renner, Todd
Rou, Darren**
Roybal, Tyler Alan
Ruiz Carpio, Miguel Rafael
Santana, Gabriel Nicholas
Silver, Andrew B***
Skogerboe, Tyson Matthew
Vu, Mali Tuyetmai
Wang, Hong
Zaka, Sawaiz

Candidates for the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in
Materials Science and Engineering
Barnett, Aaron Price
Biehler, Porter Brock
Child, Mitchell Ramon
Donegan, Janell
Felling, Emma E
Felling, Forest M
Galatzer, Armit
Heiner, Amelia
Henderson, Ashley Nicole***
Hess, William Tyler
High, Jacob
Hogan, Amanda Michelle
Holdeman, Cassidy J
Hopkins, Lindi Ann
Keeffe, Noel Crawford
Khan, Mohammed Fariq***
Lin, Sabrina
Mancuso, David Parker
Mishra, Gitanjali
Myers, Caden John*
Oldham, Claire Decker*
Ottley, Jared Taylor
Stone, Zoe Ru Yi
Sullivan, Sydney DeAnne

Candidates for the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Alkhaldi, Saud
Anstee, Jessica Taylor
Ashby, McKay
Bakare, Abdulrashid
Bejarano, Valente
Bermudez Hernandez, Jason
Bicknell, Ashleigh Dawn
Bodily, Preston Levi
Bollwinkel, Ethan Thomas
Bost, Michael Caleb
Bowles, Devon
Buchanan, Connelly Ray
Cagle, Henry Carter
Callus, Jordan Christopher*
Cas, Jan Luka
Casaday, Connor D
Coleman, Gage Addison
Cox, Taylor Douglas
Csontos, Bence**
Cullinane, Phillip M
Dawkins, Corbin Mikel
Ward, Taylor Mckay
Wareham, Cody Blair
Webb, Branden Patrick
Weller, Brontë Maria
Wheelwright, Niels B
Williams, Cameron James
Wyatt, Dylan John
Youngberg, Andrew Ross
Zamora, Jacob Rene*

Certificates

Candidate for the Graduate Certificate in
Deep Learning in AI and Robotics
Badidey Murali, Adithya

Candidate for the Graduate Certificate in
Nanotechnology
Dunn, Celia

Candidate for the Graduate Certificate in
Software Development Programming
Badidey Murali, Adithya
Blockovich, Nicole Marie
Boddington, Richard Aidan
Brumfield, Rian Bailey
Choi, In Seok
Claunch, Kelsie Diane
Clayton, Ryan James
Dalgleish, Holiday Rachel
Delange, Spencer Jacob
Freeman, Malila Miakoda
Hancey, Trae
Hughes, Jonathan David
Jensen, Ryan James
Kellett, Andrew Bradley
Kirkham, Braden Michael
Laroussi, Imane
Lath, Anirudh
Li, Zengping
Livingston, Chase Kenneth
Lyubavina, Polina
Niemann, Jason Henry
Olson, Gregory
Pham, Quang Hung
Pisciotta, Diego Luciano
Poultier, Adam Michael
Powell, Benjamin Mark John
Shen, Tong
Thomas, Anna C
Tian, Bowen
Tidwell, Terra Kate Wunderli
Veeder, Matthew Timothy
Visvanathan, Aditya
Wai, Hoi Tsing Joanne
Wang, Jiahao
Westover, Spencer

Wu, Xiaojun
Yang, Chaochin
Zhang, Ang
Zwirb, Frederick Paul

Candidate for the Graduate Certificate in
Software Development Systems and Data
Albertson, Kelan
Blockovich, Nicole Marie
Boddington, Richard Aidan
Brumfield, Rian Bailey
Choi, In Seok
Claunch, Kelsie Diane
Clayton, Ryan James
Dalgleish, Holiday Rachel
Delange, Spencer Jacob
Freeman, Malila Miakoda
Hancey, Trae
Hughes, Jonathan David
Jensen, Ryan James
Kellett, Andrew Bradley
Kirkham, Braden Michael
Laroussi, Imane
Lath, Anirudh
Li, Zengping
Livingston, Chase Kenneth
Lyubavina, Polina
Niemann, Jason Henry
Olson, Gregory
Pham, Quang Hung
Pisciotta, Diego Luciano
Poultier, Adam Michael
Powell, Benjamin Mark John
Shen, Tong
Thomas, Anna C
Tian, Bowen
Tidwell, Terra Kate Wunderli
Veeder, Matthew Timothy
Visvanathan, Aditya
Wai, Hoi Tsing Joanne
Wang, Jiahao
Westover, Spencer
Wu, Xiaojun
Yang, Chaochin
Zhang, Ang
Zwirb, Frederick Paul

Candidate for the Graduate Certificate in
Systems Engineering
Atnip, Aaron Alexander
Baerlocher, Ashley Rose
Dos Santos Correa, Pedro Henrique
Marriott, Christian John
Nelson, Tanner Landell
Unterhalter, John Abraham
Wuthrich, John Joseph
Candidates for the Honors Certificate
Allen, Travis
Chadwick, Ember Lynn
Cheek, Bryce Isaiah
Hansen, Dallin Scott
Ingold, Alexander Fritz
Young, Jenna B

Candidates for the Undergraduate Certificate in Engineering Entrepreneurship
Lee, Chase Alexander
Roeseler, Trey Jameson

Candidate for the Undergraduate Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Hoang, Wendy*

Commissions
Graduates of the Reserve Officers’ Training Corps Being Presented a Commission as 2nd Lieutenant, United States Air Force
Deboni, Barrick Ford
Fabian, Alexander Sinclair
Little, Skyler Patrick
Lynch, Colby N

Honor Societies
Students Elected to the Honor Society of Golden Key
Benoit, Evan Joseph
Dunlop, David James
North, Kylee

Student Elected to the Honor Society of Mortar Board
Trump, Camille Howes

Student Elected to the Honor Society of Phi Alpha
Zody, Griffin Droguett

Student Elected to the Honor Society of Phi Beta Kappa
Frisby, Melissa A

Students Elected to the Honor Society of Phi Eta Sigma
Aeschilman, Serena Marie
Bowles, Devon
Brown, Braden*
Bunderson, Riley Olivia
Cullinan, Phillip M
Davis, Xavier Anthony
de Freitas, Christopher Lawrence
Draheim, Adam Christopher
Erickson, Edward John
Gill, Stefen
Jeffcoat, Chandler A
Katsanevas, Lucas Kade
Mark, Ryan Thomas
Nandkeshwar, Dhanpaul R
Paloukos, James Andrew
Perrino, Isabella Angela
Schnepp, Brian Ray
Sudweeks, Libbie
Toner, Mekenzy
Varsani, Biraj Karsan

Students Elected to the Honor Society of Pi Mu Epsilon
Bentley, Michael S
Geisler, Emil S

Students Elected to the Honor Society of Sigma Alpha Pi
Anderson, Jarem Ben
Bauer, Jamison Palmer
Bowles, Devon
Clayton, Ryan James
Donegan, Janell
Rosero, Andres
Schnepp, Brian Ray

Students Elected to the Honor Society of Sigma Pi Sigma
Bentley, Michael S

Students Elected to the Honor Society of Tau Beta Pi
Bybee, Nickolas Jay
Rosero, Andres
Worsey, Catherine Anne

Scholars
Candidates for Undergraduate Research Scholar
Deford, Alexis Ann
Geisler, Emil S
Hillyard, Joshua Phil
Ingold, Alexander Fritz
Lusted, Kitsel Wren**
Mcmahon, James Patrick
Raafati, Sarv
Sultan, Heba
Tiwari, Sarthak
Wong, Derrick Keith
Yengich, Alexandra Marie

***Summa Cum Laude
**Magna Cum Laude
*Cum Laude